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Reviewer's report:

This is a very well written and crafted manuscript that makes every effort to provide an unbiased and critical appraisal of the available literature on this topic. I really did not identify any major concerns, but do provide the following suggestions to the authors

Line 110-114 - follow up period should be added here

Line 129 - should a sensitivity analysis also be performed on follow up period given the large range?

Line 136-138 - this was already stated earlier

Line 151 - This paragraph is a bit hard to digest - consider making a table grid so that one can easily see commonalities between the different studies.

Line 166-173 - This text largely repeats Figures 2 and 3 - the only thing missing from the figures is the N of ACL injury vs controls. I would suggest adding that data to the figures and remove the text - figures are much easier to decipher.

Line 175-186 - I find these paragraphs a bit difficult to follow. Perhaps these could be placed in a separate table with their relevant findings - in text, just note 3 studies that were not included in MA = in the table provide study, reason for not included in MA, and finding. At minimum, please break up 175-181 (currently one sentence) into 2 or more sentences, and speak about each study individually (it gets confusing toggling back and forth between the two).

Discussion - Overall, the authors have done a very good job of fairly interpreting the data. A few suggestions:

Line 214 to end of paragraph - while I think the author raise a valid point here (particularly since the other studies follow 10 years later), consider comparing this change in values over time to change in injury rates. I don't believe we have seen a similar decrease in ACL injury rates over this time - which would suggest that although females may be displaying less valgus as a result of these programs, we are not seeing an overall change or decrease in injury rates.
Line 236-238 - This is a great point - we don not know at what point this may become problematic, and why it makes it challenging to simply compare mean values.

Line 236-247 - Another factor that the authors might consider highlighting is the task that has been traditionally used in these studies - a drop vertical jump (particularly Double leg) off a box while fully attending to the task really does not challenge the LE in the same way as sport - so is this task simply too controlled to adequately expose tendencies towards valgus when in more unconstrained tasks (again, a threshold concern). Is this also a direction to be considered for future research?

Line 278 - The limitations section is very thorough, critical and reasonable. I applaud the authors for their objectivity in this review.
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